
Modifying the DMD3/DMD2/DD1 
controllers with an ST4 guiding 
port

I have read many people complaining that the DD1 and DMD3/DMD2 
Vixen controllers are hard to modify and the very complicated job of intro-
ducing some relays in the circuit so that you can have a common ground 
system. I have put a standard ST-4 port on my DMD3 controller in about 

outside , the only thing different is the RJ12 connector. I have used Reed 

need of an additional relay box. 

three 5v Reed relays, thermocontractil tubing, RJ12 coupling, some, 
good, small sized, screwdrivers,  Xacto knife. The price of these relays 

these at any electronic parts supplier or local shop.

Vlad Dumitrescu



Start working by popping up the push button covers. Afterward remove 
the four corner screws and take off the cover. You will see wires and 
two circuit boards one on top of another. The top one has the push 
buttons soldered. Remove the board with care by removing the two 
screws and carefully reverse the board. You will see the connections 
that go to each push button. 

socket and four reed relays. Only three were used because of the RA 
stop function of the DMD3. Itœs all described on the next page.

The picture on the left shows you the push button circuit board and a Reed 
relay with the switch terminals attached. The two outer terminals switch , and 
the center ones are the supply voltage. In the following pictures blue wires are 
the switch wires, reds are positive and blacks negative.



relay soldered to the board. You have to do the same with the remaining relays

Find the 5v voltage regulator that is at the bottom of the box. You have to get 5v by soldering two wires (work 
with different colors for easy spotting), one after the voltage regulator (located near the input voltage socket 
ont the bottom of the box), and one from the black ground wire. You will have to prepare the relays. Each 

of the relays form RA+, DEC+, DEC-. You will need three relays. The STOP RA button works by simply con-
necting one terminal to the ground so you donœt need a relay for this one. See the pictures for the details in 
isolating with  thermocontractil tubing and wiring.

The positive wire that you have soldered to the voltage regulator has to be split in 4 and to pass to every 
relay you put in the box. You have to follw the schematic seen on the next page. Connect accordingly.



You can see here one Reed relay connected and isolated and the wires that go to the RJ12 bundled together. The other relays 
are spread around the box.

the pictures clear that up for you. For each relay the (+) from the voltage regulator is connected. To click you just have to add 
the ground input wich is done via ST-4, so youœve got a common ground system. I have attached a schematic for you to see 
how these relays are connected. It has an additional relay for use with any controller not one with a stop RA function (like the 
Vixen DD-1).



-

The last step is to carefully put back the boards one on top of the other and to guide the wires so they stay down and donœt make it im-

Clear skies,

Vlad



M81/M82

Canon 40d

a DFK camera and a 
500mm Soligor  telephoto 
lens.
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